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Codebook for Ancestry_survey_set_original.dta 
 
Var name  Format Description 
numer_ankiety  integer   id number of the interviewee 
 
typ_proby  integer   type of sample 
       1 = representative sample 
       2 = oversample 
 
typ_respondenta integer   type of respondent 
       1 = random sample, no ancestor from Kresy 
       2 = random sample, ancestor form Kresy 
       3 = oversample 
 
data_dzien  integer   date of interview: day 
 
data_miesiac  integer   date of interview: month 
 
data_rok  integer   date of interview: year 
 
date   string   date of interview 
   width=9 
 
kod_teryt  integer   identification number of municipality 
 
klasa_miejscowosci integer   size of locality 
       1 = rural 
       2 = city less than 50,000 
       3 = city from 50,000 to 100,000 
       4 = city more than 100,000 
 
miejscowosc  string   locality 
   width=21 
 
gmina   string   gmina / commune 
   width=23 
 
powiat   string   powiat / district, county 
   width=25 
 
wojewodztwo  integers   wojewodztwo / state 
 
QP   integers   Anybody from Kresy in the family  
       1 = Yes 
       2 = No 
 
 
PART 1: 
 
Who is from generation of the youngest adults in 1939:  
 
Q0a   integer   Adult - you 
       1 = Yes 
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       2 = No 
 
Q0b   integer   Adult - parents 
       1 = Yes 
       2 = No 
Q0c   integer   Adult - grandparents 
       1 = Yes 
       2 = No 
 
Q0d   integer   Adult – great grandparents 
       1 = Yes 
       2 = No 
 
Q0e   integer   Adult – great great grandparents 
       1 = Yes 
       2 = No 
 
 
PART 2: 
 
Questions about the origin in 1939 posed about the generation of the youngest adults in 
the family in 1939 
 
Level: Respondent 
 
R1   integer   Where did you live permanently in August 1939? 
       1 = in Kresy 
       2 = in Central Poland 
       3 = in Western Territories 
       4 = in another place in the Third Reich or in another  
             country 
       5 = in a Free City of Gdańsk 
 
R2   integer   Was the locality rural or urban? 
       1 = rural 
       2 = urban 
 
R3    integer   Do you remember the name of the locality? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
R4   string   What was the name of locality? 
   width=17 
 
R5   integer  Do you remember the name of powiat? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
R6   string    What was the name of powiat? 
   width=12 
 
R7   integer   Do you know what was the closest city? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
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R8   string   What was the name of the city 
   width=8 
 
R9   integer   Do you remember the name of wojewodztwo? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
R10   string   What was the name of wojewodztwo 
   width=13 
 
R11   integer  In which country is it situated today? 
       1 = Belarus 
       2 = Ukraine 
       3 = Lithuania 
       7 = Difficult to say 
       8 = Refuse to answer 
 
R12   integer   Was your ancestor forced to move to Western Territories? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
R13    integer   To which generation belonged the person living permanently  
      in Kresy in 1939 
       1 = your parents 
       2 = your grandparents 
       3 = your great grandparents 
       4 = your great great grandparents 
 
 
Level: Parents 
 
P   integer   Did they (your parents) live together?  
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
F1   integer  Where did your father live permanently in August 1939? 
       1 = in Kresy 
       2 = in Central Poland 
       3 = in Western Territories 
       4 = in another place in the Third Reich or in another  
             country 
       5 = in a Free City of Gdańsk 
 
F2   integer  Was the locality rural or urban? 
       1 = rural 
       2 = urban 
 
F3    integer   Do you know remember the name of the locality? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
F4   string   What was the name of the locality 
   width=39 
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F5   integer  Do you know the name of powiat? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
F6   string    What was the name of the powiat 
   width=26 
 
F7   integer   Do you know what was the closest city? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
F8   string   What was the name of the city 
   width=53 
 
F9   numeric  Do you remember the name of wojewodztwo 
   decimals=0   1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
F10   string   What was the name of wojewodztwo 
   width=18 
 
F11   integer  In which country is it situated today? 
       1 = Belarus 
       2 = Ukraine 
       3 = Lithuania 
       7 = Difficult to say 
       8 = Refuse to answer 
 
F12a   integer   Did your father move to Western Territoties/ 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
F12   integer   Was your father forced to move to Western Territories? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
M1, M2, M3, M4,   See respectively F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11  
M5, M6, M7, M8, M9,   and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by ‘mother’ 
M10, M11, M12a, M12    
 
M13   integer   To which generation belonged the person living permanently  
       in Kresy in 1939 
       2 = your grandparents 
       3 = your great grandparents 
       4 = your great great grandparents 
 
 
Level: Paternal grand parents 
 
GP1   integer   Did they (paternal grandparents) live together?  
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
FF1, FF2, FF3, FF4,   See F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11  
FF5, FF6, FF7, FF8, FF9,  and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by ‘paternal grandfather’ 
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FF10, FF11, FF12a, FF12    
 
MF1, MF2, MF3, MF4,   See respectively F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11  
MF5, MF6, MF7, MF8, MF9,  and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by ‘paternal grandmother ’ 
MF10, MF11, MF12a, MF12    
 
Level: Maternal grand parents 
 
GP2   integer    Did your maternal grand parents live together?  
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
FM1, FM2, FM3, FM4,   See F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11  
FM5, FM6, FM7, FM8, FM9,   and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by ‘maternal grandfather’ 
FM10, FM11, FM12a, FM12    
 
MM1, MM2, MM3, MM4,   See F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11  
MM5, MM6, MM7, MM8, MM9,  and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by ‘maternal grandmother 
’ 
MM10, MM11, MM12a, MM12    
 
MM13   integer   To which generation belonged the person living  
      permanently in Kresy in 1939? 
       3 = your great grandparents 
       4 = your great great grandparents 
 
 
Level: Great grand parents on the paternal side 
 
GGP1   integer   Did the parents of your paternal grandfather live together? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
FFF1, FFF2, FFF3, FFF4,  See F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, FFF5, FFF6, 
FFF7, FFF8,    F11 and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by  
FFF9, FFF10, FFF11    ‘father of your paternal grandfather’ 
FFF12a, FFF12 
 
MFF1, MFF2, MFF3, MFF4,  See F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, MFF5, MFF6, 
MFF7, MFF8,    F11 and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by  
MFF9, MFF10,MFF10, MFF11   ‘the mother of your paternal grandfather’ 
MFF12a, MFF12   
 
GGP2   integer   Did the parents of your paternal grandmother live together? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
FMF1, FMF2, FMF3, FMF4,  See respectively F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, 
FMF5, FMF6, FMF7, FMF8,  F11 and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by  
FMF9, FMF10, FMF11    ‘father of your paternal grandmother’ 
FMF12a, FMF12 
 
MMF1, MMF2, MMF3, MMF4, See respectively F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, 
MMF5, MMF6, MMF7, MMF8, F10, F11 and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by  
MMF9, MMF10,MMF10,   ‘the mother of your paternal grandmother’ 
MMF11, MMF12a, MMF12   
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Level: Great grand parents on the maternal side 
 
GGP3   integer   Did the parents of your maternal grandfather live together? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
FFM1, FFM2, FFM3, FFM4,  See F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, FFM5, FFM6, 
FFM7, FFM8,    F11 and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by  
FFM9, FFM10, FFM11    ‘father of your maternal grandfather’ 
FFM12a, FFM12 
 
MFM1, MFM2, MFM3, MFM4, See F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9,  
MFM5, MFM6, MFM7, MFM8, F10, F11 and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by  
MFM9, MFM10,MFM10, MFM11  ‘the mother of your maternal grandfather’ 
MFM12a, MFM12   
 
GGP4   integer   Did the parents of your maternal grandmother live together? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
FMM1, FMM2, FMM3, FMM4, See F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9,  
FMM5, FMM6, FMM7, FMM8, F10, F11 and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by  
FMM9, FMM10, FMM11   ‘father of your maternal grandmother ’ 
FMM12a, FMM12 
 
MMM1, MMM2, MMM3, MMM4, See F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9,  
MMM5, MMM6, MMM7, MMM8, F10, F11 and F12 above replacing ‘father’ by  
MMM9, MMM10,MMM10,   ‘the mother of your maternal grandmother ’ 
MMM11, MMM12a, MMM12   
 
 
Level: Ancestors (Great great grand parents) 
 
A1_1   numeric Did one of your great great grandparents live  

decimals=0  permanently in Kresy in August 1939? 
      1= Yes 
      0 = No 
 
A2_1   numeric  Great great grandparent 1 - Was the locality rural or urban? 
   decimals=0   1 = rural 
       2 = urban 
 
A3_1   numeric  Great great grandparent 1 - Do you remember the name of  
   decimals=0  locality? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
A4_1   string   Great great grandparent 1 - What was the name of locality 
   width=12 
 
A5_1   numeric  Great great grandparent 1 - Do you remember the name of  
   decimals=0  powiat? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
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A6_1   string   Great great grandparent 1 - What was the name of powiat 
   width=15 
 
A7_1   numeric  Great great grandparent 1 - Do you know what was the 
closest  
   decimals=0  city? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
A8_1   string   Great great grandparent 1 - What was the name of the city 
   width=13 
A9_1   numeric  Great great grandparent 1 - Do you remember the name of  
   decimals=0  wojewodztwo 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
A10_1   string   Great great grandparent 1 - What was the name of  
   width=15   wojewodztwo 
 
A11_1   integer   Great great grandparent 1 - In which country is it situated 
      today? 
       1 = Belarus 
       2 = Ukraine 
       3 = Lithuania 
       7 = Difficult to say 
 
A1_2, A2_2, A3_2, A4_2   See respectively A1_1, A2_1, A3_1, A4_1, A5_1,  
A5_2, A6_2, A7_2, A8_2,   A6_1, A7_1, A8_1, A9_1, A10_1 and A11_1 above 
A9_2, A10_2, A11_2    replacing “Great great grandparent 1” with “Great great 

grandparent 2” 
 
A1_3, A2_3, A3_3, A4_3,   See respectively A1_1, A2_1, A3_1, A4_1, A5_1,  
A5_3, A6_3, A7_3, A8_3,   A6_1, A7_1, A8_1, A9_1, A10_1 and A11_1 above 
A9_3, A10_3, A11_3    replacing “Great great grandparent 1” with “Great great  
      grandparent 3” 
 
A1_4   integer   Did any other of your great great grandparents live  
      permanently in Kresy before? 

1= Yes 
      2 = No 
 
Z   integer   Main roots 
       1 = Kresy 
       2 = Central Poland 
       3 = Western Territories 
       4 = Abroad 
 
 
Level: Spouse and her/his ancestors 
 
S0   integer   Marital status 
       1 = Unmarried 
       2 = Married 
       3 = Divorced, in separation 
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       4 = Widow 
       5 = Civil partnership 
 
S1_1   integer   Spouse - Did your spouse live permanently in Kresy before 
the  
      war 
      1= Yes 
      0 = No 
 
S2_1   integer   Spouse - Was the locality rural or urban? 
       1 = rural 
       2 = urban 
 
S3_1   integer   Spouse - Do you remember the name of locality? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
S4_1   string   Spouse – What was the name of locality 
   width=75 
 
S5_1   integer  Spouse - Do you remember the name of powiat? 
       1 = Yes 
       2 = No 
       8 = Refuse to answer 
 
S6_1   string   Spouse – What was the name of powiat 
   width=23 
 
S7_1   integer   Spouse - Do you know what was the closest city? 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
S8_1   string   Spouse – What was the name of the city 
   width=27 
 
S9_1   integer   Spouse - Do you know Name of wojewodztwo 
       1 = Yes 
       0 = No 
 
S10_1   string   Spouse – What was the name of wojewodztwo 
   width=17 
 
S11_1   integer  Spouse - In which country is it situated today? 
       1 = Belarus 
       2 = Ukraine 
       3 = Lithuania 
       7 = Difficult to say 
       8 = Refuse to answer 
 
S1_2, S2_2, S3_2, S4_2   See respectively S1_1, S2_1, S3_1, S4_1, S5_1,  
S5_2, S6_2, S7_2, S8_2,   S6_1, S7_1, S8_1, S9_1, S10_1 and S11_1 above 
S9_2, S10_2, S11_2    replacing “spouse” with “one spouse’s ancestor” 
 
S1_3, S2_3, S3_3, S4_3,   See respectively S1_1, S2_1, S3_1, S4_1, S5_1,  
S5_3, S6_3, S7_3, S8_3,   S6_1, S7_1, S8_1, S9_1, S10_1 and S11_1 above 
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S9_3, S10_3, S11_3    replacing “spouse” with “another spouse’s ancestor” 
S1_4   integer   Did anybody else among your spouse's ancestors live  
      permanently in Kresy before 
      1= Yes 
      2 = No 
      7 = Difficult to say 
      8 = Refuse to answer 
 
S13   integer   Main roots of your spouse 
       1 = Kresy 
       2 = Central Poland 
       3 = Western Territories 
       4 = Abroad 
 
 
PART 3: 
 
Questions about the respondent 
 
D1   integer   Gender 
       1 = Male 
       2 = Female 
 
 
D2   integer   Year of birth 
 
D3   integer   employment status: is the respondent employed?  
       1 = Yes, full time 
       2 = Yes, part time 
       3 = Yes, from time to time 
       4 = No 
 
D4   integer   place of work 
       1 = state-owned entreprise 
       2 = mixed private and state compagny 
       3 = private company outside agriculture 
       4 = private firm 
 
D5   integer   professional category 
       1 = directors, CEOs  
       2 = artists, high level specialists 
       3 = technicians 
       4 = administration employees 
       5 = employees in shops  
       6 = qualified workers 
       7 = unqualified workers 
       8 = workers in agriculture 
       9 = individual farmers 
       10 = owners of private firms 
       11 = students 
       12 = pensioners for health reasons 
       13 = pensioners 
       14 = unemployed 
       15 = housekeepers 
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       16 = not working for other reasons 
 
 
D5a   integer   work in financial sector 
       0 = No 
       1 = Yes 
 
D6   integer   pensioner 
       0 = No 
       1 = Yes 
 
D7   integer   additional source of income 
       1 = Yes, regularly 
       2 = Yes, from time to time 
       3 = No 
 
D8   integer   education 
       1 = no education 
       2 = primary 
       3 = middle school 
       4 = basic professional  
       5 = secondary incomplete 
       6 = secondary 
       7 = secondary professional incomplete 
       8 = secondary professional  
       9 = more than secondary 
       10 = higher license degree 
       11 = higher 
       12 = higher with PhD or more  
 
D9   integer   number of people in your household 
 
D10   integer   number of adults in your household 
 
D11   integer   participate in religious practices 
       1 = several times per week 
       2 = once a week 
       3 = once or twice a month  
       4 = couple of times per year 
       5 = do not participate at all 
 
D12   integer   Are you a religious person 
       1 = deeply religious 
       2 = religious 
       3 = rather not religious  
       4 = not religious 
 
D13   integer   What is your religion 
       1 = Roman Catholic Church  
       2 = Orthodox Church 
       3 = Jehova’s Witnesses 
       4 = Protestantism 
       5 = Greek Catholic Church 
       6 = Islam 
       7 = Judaism 
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       8 = Buddhism 
       9 = Hinduism 
       10 = Slavic neopaganism  
       11 = Other  
       12 = do not belong 
 
D13a   strings   Other religion 
   width=40 
 
D14   integer   Respondent's net monthly revenue, amount 
 
D14_1   integer   missing answer at D14 
       99,997 
       99,998 
 
D14a   integer   Respondent's net monthly revenues, interval 
       1 = Up to 999 złotych 
       2 = From 1,000 to 1,399 złotych 
       3 = From 1,400 to 1,899 złotych 
       4 = From 1,900 to 2,599 złotych 
       5 = 2600 złotych and more 
 
D15   integer   Net monthly revenues per head in hh, amount 
       1 = Respondent gives a specific amount 
       2 = More than 5Q16 001 zł 
       3 = Respondent declares no revenues 
       4 = Respondent is unable to answer 
       5 = Respondent refuses to answer 
 
D15_1   integer   missing answer at D15 
       99,997 
       99,998 
 
D16   integer   Net monthly revenues per head in hh, interval 
       1 = Up to 649 złotych 
       2 = From 650 to 999 złotych 
       3 = From 1,000 to 1,399 złotych 
       4 = From 1,400 to 1,999 złotych 
       5 = 2000 złotych and more 
 
PART 4: 
 
Weights and the location of respondent: 
 
waga_pesel   float    weight for representative sample 
 
 
waga_calosc   float    weight for both representative and Kresy samples  
       together 
 
waga_kresowiacy  float    weight for sample of Kresy origin only from both  
       samples 
 
gminy_code   integer    code commune  
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powiaty_code   integer    code county  
 
woj   integer    code state 
 
PART 5: 
 
Additional vars collected by authors in order to localize the place 
of living of ancestors of respondents 
 
kresy_origin1  integer    Any origin in Kresy 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
kresy_R1   integer    Respondent is from Kresy  
        1 = Yes 
 
central_poland_R1  integer    Respondent is from Central Poland  
        1 = Yes 
 
wt_R1    integer    Respondent is from Western Territories  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
abroad_R1  integer    Respondent is from abroad  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
kresy_F1 central_poland_F1 wt_F1 abroad_F1: same questions as kresy_R1 central_poland_R1 
wt_R1 abroad_R1 for Respondent’s Father  
 
kresy_M1 central_poland_M1 wt_M1 abroad_M1: same questions as kresy_R1 central_poland_R1 
wt_R1 abroad_R1 for Respondent’s Mother  
 
kresy_FF1 central_poland_FF1 wt_FF1 abroad_FF1 kresy_MF1 central_poland_MF1 wt_MF1 
abroad_MF1 kresy_MF1: same questions as kresy_R1 central_poland_R1 wt_R1 abroad_R1 for 
Respondent’s Father’s Mother and Father’s Mother (respectively) [paternal grandparents] 
 
kresy_FM1 central_poland_FM1 wt_FM1 abroad_FM1 kresy_MM1 central_poland_MM1 wt_MM1 
abroad_MM1 kresy_FFF1 central_poland_FFF1 wt_FFF1 abroad_FFF1: same questions as 
kresy_R1 central_poland_R1 wt_R1 abroad_R1 for Respondent’s Mother’s Father and Mothers’ 
Mother (respectively) [maternal grandparents] 
 
kresy_FFF1 central_poland_FFF1 wt_FFF1 abroad_FFF1 kresy_MFF1 central_poland_MFF1 
wt_MFF1 abroad_MFF1 : same questions as kresy_R1 central_poland_R1 wt_R1 abroad_R1 for 
Father of Paternal Grandfather and Mother of Paternal Grandfather (respectively) 
 
kresy_FMF1 central_poland_FMF1 wt_FMF1 abroad_FMF1 kresy_MMF1 central_poland_MMF1 
wt_MMF1 abroad_MMF1: same questions as kresy_R1 central_poland_R1 wt_R1 abroad_R1 for 
Father of Paternal Grandmother and Mother of of Paternal Grandmother (respectively) 
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kresy_FFM1 central_poland_FFM1 wt_FFM1 abroad_FFM1 kresy_MFM1 central_poland_MFM1 
wt_MFM1 abroad_MFM1: same questions as kresy_R1 central_poland_R1 wt_R1 abroad_R1 for 
Father of Maternal Grandfather and Mother of Maternal Grandfather (respectively) 
 
kresy_FMM1 central_poland_FMM1 wt_FMM1 abroad_FMM1 kresy_MMM1 
central_poland_MMM1 wt_MMM1 abroad_MMM1: same questions as kresy_R1 
central_poland_R1 wt_R1 abroad_R1 for Father of Maternal Grandmother and Mother of Maternal 
Grandmother (respectively) 
 
kresy_A1_1 abroad_A1_1 wt_A1_1 central_poland_A1_1 kresy_A1_2 abroad_A1_2 wt_A1_2 
central_poland_A1_2 kresy_A1_3 abroad_A1_3 wt_A1_3 central_poland_A1_3: same questions as 
kresy_R1 central_poland_R1 wt_R1 abroad_R1 for great great grandparent 1, 2, and 3 respectively 
 
kresy_origin_mean  float   mean of Kresy origins in the family 
 
central_poland_origin_mean  float   mean of Central Poland origins in the family 
 
wt_origin_mean   float   mean of Western Territories origins in the family 
 
abroad_origin_mean   float   mean of origins abroad in the family 
 
origin_missing     integer  missing information on origin  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
kresy_origin_only    integer  Kresy as only origin  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
kresy_origin     integer  has some Kresy origin based on origin information 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
central_poland_origin_only   integer  Central Poland as only origin  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
central_poland_origin    integer  has some Central Poland origin based on origin 
information  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
wt_origin_only    integer  Western Territories as only origin  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
wt_origin    integer  has some origin in Western Territories  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
abroad_origin_only   integer  Abroad as only orgin  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
abroad_origin   integer  has some origin abroad  
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        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
 
rural (resp. urban)_R2    integer  Respondent from rural (resp. urban) origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural(resp. urban)_F2    integer  Respondent’s father from rural (resp. urban) origin in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_M2    integer  Respondent’ mother from rural (resp. urban) origin 
in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_FF2    integer  Paternal grandfather from rural (resp. urban) origin 
in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_MF2   integer  Paternal grandmother from rural (resp. urban) origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_FM2   integer  Maternal grandfather from rural (resp. urban) origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_MM2  integer  Maternal grandmother from rural (resp. urban) origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_FFF2   integer  Father of Paternal grandfather from rural (resp. 
urban)  
       origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_MFF2  integer  Mother of Paternal grandfather from rural  
       (resp. urban) origin in 1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_FMF2  integer  Father of Paternal grandmother Respondent from  
       rural (resp. urban) origin in 1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
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rural (resp. urban)_MMF2  integer  Mother of Paternal grandmother from rural  
       (resp. urban) origin in 1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_FFM2  integer  Father of Maternal grandfather from rural  
       (resp. urban) origin in 1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_MFM2   integer  Mother of Maternal grandfather from rural  
       (resp. urban) origin in 1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_FMM2  integer  Father of Maternal grandmother from rural  
       (resp. urban) origin in 1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_MMM2 integer  Mother of Maternal grandmother from rural  
       (resp. urban) origin in 1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_A2_1  integer  Great great grandparent 1 from rural (resp. urban)  
       origin in 1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_A2_2   integer  Great great grandparent 2 from rural (resp. urban)  
       origin in 1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_A2_3  integer  Great great grandparent 3 from rural (resp. urban)  
       origin in 1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_S2_1  integer  Spouse’s ancestor 1 from rural (resp. urban) origin in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_S2_2  integer  Spouse’s ancestor 2 from rural (resp. urban) origin in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural (resp. urban)_S2_3 integer  Spouse’s ancestor 3 from rural (resp. urban) origin in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
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ukraine_R11   integer  Respondent from Ukraine origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
 
belorussia_R11   integer  Respondent from Belorussia origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_R11   integer  Respondent from Lithuania origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_F11   integer  Respondent’s father from Ukraine origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_F11   integer  Respondent’s father from Belorussia origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_F11   integer  Respondent’s father from Lithuania origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
 
ukraine_M11   integer  Respondent’s mother from Ukraine origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_M11  integer  Respondent’s mother from Belorussia origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_M11   integer  Paternal grandfather from Lithuania origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_FF11   integer  Paternal grandfather from Ukraine origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_FF11  integer  Paternal grandfather from Belorussia origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_FF11   integer  Paternal grandfather from Lithuania origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_MF11   integer  Paternal grandmother from Ukraine origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
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belorussia_MF11  integer  Paternal grandmother from Belorussia origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
 
lithuania_MF11  integer  Paternal grandmother from Lithuania origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_FM11   integer  Maternal grandfather from Ukraine origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_FM11  integer  Maternal grandfather from Belorussia origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_FM11  integer  Maternal grandfather from Lithuania origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_MM11   integer  Maternal grandmother from Ukraine origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_MM11  integer  Maternal grandmother from Belorussia origin in 
1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_MM11  integer  Maternal grandmother from Lithuania origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_FFF11   integer  Father of paternal grandfather from Ukraine origin in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_FFF11  integer  Father of paternal grandfather from Belorussia origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_FFF11  integer  Father of paternal grandfather from Lithuania origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_MFF11  integer  Mother of paternal grandfather from Ukraine origin 
in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
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belorussia_MFF11  integer  Mother of paternal grandfather from Belorussia 
origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
 
 
lithuania_MFF11  integer  Mother of paternal grandfather from Lithuania origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_FMF11  integer  Father of paternal grandmother from Ukraine origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_FMF11  integer  Father of paternal grandmother from Belorussia  
       origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_FMF11  integer  Father of paternal grandmother from Lithuania origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_MMF11  integer  Mother of paternal grandmother from Ukraine origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_MMF11  integer  Mother of paternal grandmother from Belorussia  
       origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_MMF11  integer  Mother of paternal grandmother from Lithuania  
       origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_FFM11  integer  Father of maternal grandfather from Ukraine origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_FFM11  integer  Father of maternal grandfather from Belorussia 
origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
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lithuania_FFM11  integer  Father of maternal grandfather from Lithuania origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_MFM11  integer  Mother of maternal grandfather from Ukraine origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_MFM11  integer  Mother of maternal grandfather from Belorussia  
       origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_MFM11  integer  Mother of maternal grandfather from Lithuania 
origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_FMM11  integer  Father of maternal grandmother from Ukraine origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_FMM11  integer  Father of maternal grandmother from Belorussia  
       origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_FMM11  integer  Father of maternal grandmother from Lithuania 
origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_MMM11  integer  Mother of maternal grandmother from Ukraine 
origin  
       in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_MMM11  integer  Mother of maternal grandmother from Belorussia  
       origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_MMM11  integer  Mother of maternal grandmother from Lithuania  
       origin in 1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_A11_1   integer   Great great grandparent 1 from Ukraine origin in  
       1939  
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        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_A11_1  integer   Great great grandparent 1 from Belorussia origin in  
       1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_A11_1  integer   Great great grandparent 1 from Lithuania origin in  
       1939  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_A11_2, belorussia_A11_2   See ukraine_A11_1, belorussia_A11_1 and  
lithuania_A11_2     parent 1”with “Great great grandparent 2” 
 
ukraine_S11_1    integer  Spouse’s ancestor 1 from Ukraine origin in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_S11_1  integer  Spouse’s ancestor 1 from Belorussia origin in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_S11_1  integer  Spouse’s ancestor 1 from Lithuania origin in  
       1939 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_S11_2, belorussia_S11_2   See ukraine_S11_1, belorussia_S11_1 and  
lithuania_S11_2     lithuania_A11_1 replacing “Spouse’s ancestor 1” 
       with “Spouse’s ancestor 2” 
 
ukraine_S11_3, belorussia_S11_3   See ukraine_S11_1, belorussia_S11_1 and  
lithuania_S11_3     lithuania_A11_1 replacing “Spouse’s ancestor 1” 
       with “Spouse’s ancestor 3” 
 
ukraine_mean   float   mean of Ukraine origin in the family 
 
ukraine_missing  integer  Only missing information on Ukraine origins 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_only   integer  Ukraine as only origin 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
ukraine_one_atleast  integer  has some origin in Ukraine 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_mean  float   mean of Belorussia origin in the family 
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belorussia_missing  integer  Only missing information on Belorussia origins 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_only   integer  Belorussia as only origin 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
belorussia_one_atleast  integer  has some origin in Belorussia 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_mean   float   mean of Lithuania origin in the family 
 
lithuania_missing  integer  Only missing information on Lithuania origins 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_only   integer  Lithuania as only origin 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
lithuania_one_atleast  integer  has some origin in Lithuania 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural(resp. urban)_origin_mean  float mean of rural (resp urban) origin in the family 
 
rural(resp. urban)_origin_missing integer  Only missing information on rural (resp. urban)  
       origins 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural(resp. urban)_origin_only  integer  Only rural (resp. urban) origins 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
rural(resp. urban)_origin integer  rural (resp. urban) origin based on origin information 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
spouse_kresy   integer  Spouse’s ancestors in Kresy 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
anybody_or_spouse_kresy integer  Own or spouse’s ancestors in Kresy 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
anybody_and_spouse_kresy integer  Own and spouse’s ancestors in Kresy 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
R12_forced     integer  Respondent forced to move 
        0 = No 
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        1 = Yes 
 
F12_forced     integer  Respondent’s father forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
M12_forced     integer  Respondent’ mother forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
 
FF12_forced     integer  Paternal grandfather forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
MF1_forced     integer  Paternal grandmother forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
FM12_forced   integer  Maternal grandfather forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
MM12_forced    integer  Maternal grandmother forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
FFF12_forced     integer  Father of Paternal grandfather forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
MFF12_forced   integer  Mother of Paternal grandfather forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
FMF12_forced   integer  Father of Paternal grandmother forced to move  
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
MMF12_forced   integer  Mother of Paternal grandmother forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
FFM12_forced   integer  Father of Maternal grandfather forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
MFM12_forced    integer  Mother of Maternal grandfather forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
FMM12_forced   integer  Father of Maternal grandmother forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
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MMM12   integer  Mother of Maternal grandmother forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
forced_mean   float   mean of forced to move in the family 
 
forced_missing   integer  Only missing information on forced to move 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
 
forced_only   integer  only forced to move in the family 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
forced_one_atleast  integer  some forced to move in the family 
        0 = No 
        1 = Yes 
 
R_woj_code   integer  Respondent wojewodztwo code 
 
F_woj_code   integer  Respondent’s father wojewodztwo code 
 
M_woj_code   integer  Respondent’s mother wojewodztwo code 
 
FF_woj_code   integer  Paternal grandfather wojewodztwo code 
 
MF_woj_code   integer  Paternal grandmother wojewodztwo code 
 
FM_woj_code   integer  Maternal grandfather wojewodztwo code 
 
MM_woj_code   integer  Maternal grandmother wojewodztwo code 
 
FFF_woj_code   integer  Father of paternal grandfather wojewodztwo code 
 
MFF_woj_code   integer   Mother of paternal grandfather wojewodztwo code 
 
FMF_woj_code   integer  Father of paternal grandmother wojewodztwo code 
 
MMF_woj_code  integer   Mother of paternal grandmother wojewodztwo code 
 
FFM_woj_code   integer   Father of maternal grandfather wojewodztwo code 
 
MFM_woj_code  integer  Mother of maternal grandfather wojewodztwo code 
 
FMM_woj_code  integer  Father of maternal grandmother wojewodztwo code 
 
MMM_woj_code  integer  Mother of maternal grandmother wojewodztwo code 
 
A10_1_woj_code  integer  Great great grandparent 1 wojewodztwo code 
 
S10_1_woj_code  integer  Spouse’s ancestor 1 wojewodztwo code 
 
S10_2_woj_code  integer   Spouse’s ancestor 2 wojewodztwo code 
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S10_3_woj_code  integer  Spouse’s ancestor 3 wojewodztwo code 
 
R_abroad   string  Respondent country of origin: abroad 
    width=7 
 
F_abroad   string  Respondent’s father country of origin: abroad  
    width=7 
 
M_abroad   string  Respondent’s mother country of origin: abroad  
    width=7 
 
FF_abroad   string  Paternal grandfather country of origin: abroad 
    width=7 
 
MF_abroad   string  Paternal grandmother country of origin: abroad 
    width=7 
 
FM_abroad   string  Maternal grandfather country of origin: abroad 
    width=7 
 
MM_abroad   string  Maternal grandmother country of origin: abroad 
    width=7 
 
FFF_abroad   string  Father of paternal grandfather country of origin  
    width=7 abroad  
 
MFF_abroad   string  Mother of paternal grandfather country of origin 
    width=7 abroad  
 
FMF_abroad   string  Father of paternal grandmother country of origin 
    width=7 abroad  
 
MMF_abroad   string  Mother of paternal grandmother country of origin 
    width=7 abroad  
 
FFM_abroad   string  Father of maternal grandfather country of origin 
    width=7 abroad  
 
MFM_abroad   string  Mother of maternal grandfather country of origin 
    width=7 abroad  
 
FMM_abroad   string  Father of maternal grandmother country of origin 
    width=7 abroad  
 
MMM_abroad   string  Mother of maternal grandmother country of origin 
    width=7 abroad  
 
A10_1_abroad   string  Great great grandparent 1 country of origin: abroad 
    width=7 
 
S10_1_abroad   string  Spouse’s ancestor 1 country of origin: abroad 
    width=7 
 
S10_2_abroad   string   Spouse’s ancestor 2 country of origin: abroad 
    width=7 
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S10_3_abroad   string  Spouse’s ancestor 3 country of origin: abroad 
    width=7 
 
R_rn   integer   Respondent unique index for places 
 
F_rn   integer   Respondent’s father unique index for places 
 
M_ rn   integer   Respondent’s mother unique index for places 
 
FF_ rn   integer   Paternal grandfather unique index for places 
 
MF_rn   integer   Paternal grandmother unique index for places 
 
FM_rn   integer   Maternal grandfather unique index for places 
 
MM_rn   integer   Maternal grandmother unique index for places 
 
FFF_rn   integer   Father of paternal grandfather unique index for places 
 
MFF_rn  integer   Mother of paternal grandfather unique index for places 
 
FMF_rn  integer   Father of paternal grandmother unique index for places 
 
MMF_rn  integer   Mother of paternal grandmother unique index for places 
 
FFM_rn  integer   Father of maternal grandfather unique index for places 
 
MFM_rn  integer   Mother of maternal grandfather unique index for places 
 
FMM_rn  integer   Father of maternal grandmother unique index for places 
 
MMM_rn  integer   Mother of maternal grandmother unique index for places 
 
A10_1_rn  integer   Great great grandparent 1 unique index for places 
 
S10_1_rn  integer   Spouse’s ancestor 1 unique index for places 
 
S10_2_rn  integer   Spouse’s ancestor 2 unique index for places 
 
S10_3_rn  integer   Spouse’s ancestor 3 unique index for places 
 
R_country_f_cc  string  Respondent country name taken from closest  
    width=14 city coordinates: 
        2 = Ukraine 
 
R_country_code_f_cc  float   Respondent country code taken from closest city  
       coordinates:  
        2 = Ukraine 
 
F_country_f_cc   string  Respondent’s father country name taken from closest 
    width=14 city coordinates 
        Austria 
        Byelarus (Belarus) 
        Czech Republic 
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        Germany 
        Latvia 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
F_country_code_f_cc  float   Respondent’s father country code taken from closest  
       city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
M_country_f_cc  string  Respondent’s country name taken from closest 
    width=14 city coordinates 
        Byelarus (Belarus) 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
M_country_code_f_cc   float   Respondent’s mother country code taken from 
closest  
       city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
 
FF_country_f_cc  string  Paternal grandfather country name taken from 
closest    width=14 city coordinates 
        Austria 
        Byelarus (Belarus) 
        Germany 
        Latvia 
         Lithuania 
        Poland 
         Romania 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
FF_country_code_f_cc  float   Paternal grandfather country code taken from closest  
       city coordinates 
       city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MF_country_f_cc  string  Paternal grandmother country name taken from 

width=14 closest city coordinates 
        Austria 
        Byelarus (Belarus) 
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        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
MF_country_code_f_cc  float   Paternal grandmother country code taken from 
closest  
       city coodinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
FM_country_f_cc  string  Maternal grandfather country name taken from the  
    width=14 closest city coordinates 
        Austria 
        Azerbaijan 
        Byelarus (Belarus) 
        Cameroon 
        Germany 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
FM_country_code_f_cc  float   Maternal grandfather country code taken from 
closest  
       city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MM_country_f_cc  string  Maternal grandmother country name taken from the  
    width=14 closest city coordinates 
        Austria 
        Belarus 
        Germany 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
MM_country_code_f_cc float   Maternal grandmother country code taken from  
       closest city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
FFF_country_f_cc  string  Father of paternal grandfather country name taken  
    width=14 from the closest city coordinates 
        Austria 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
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        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
FFF_country_code_f_cc float   Father of paternal grandfather country code taken  
       from closest city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MFF_country_f_cc  string  Mother of paternal grandfather country name taken  
    width=14 from the closest city coordinates 
        Austria 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
MFF_country_code_f_cc float   Mother of paternal grandfather country code taken  
       from closest city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
FMF_country_f_cc  string  Father of paternal grandmother country name taken 

width=14 from the closest city coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Czech Republic 
        Indonesia 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
FMF_country_code_f_cc float   Father of paternal grandmother country code taken  
       from closest city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MMF_country_f_cc  string  Mother of paternal grandmother country  
    width=14 name taken from the closest city coordinates 
        Czech Republic 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
MMF_country_code_f_cc float   Mother of paternal grandmother country code taken  
       from closest city coordinates 
        2 = Ukraine 
        4 = Poland 
 
FFM_country_f_cc  string  Father of maternal grandfather country name taken  
    width=14 from the closest city coordinates 
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        Austria 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
FFM_country_code_f_cc float   Father of maternal grandfather country code taken  
       from closest city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MFM_country_f_cc  string  Mother of maternal grandfather country name taken  
    width=14 from the closest city coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
MFM_country_code_f_cc float   Mother of maternal grandfather country code taken  
       from closest city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
FMM_country_f_cc  string  Father of maternal grandmother country name taken  
    width=14 from the closest city coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Slovakia 
        Ukraine 
 
FMM_country_code_f_cc float   Father of maternal grandmother country code taken  
       from closest city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MMM_country_f_cc  string  Mother of maternal grandmother country name taken  
    width=14 from the closest city coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
MMM_country_code_f_cc float   Mother of maternal grandmother country code taken  
       from closest city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
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        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
A10_1_country_f_cc  string  Great great grandparent 1 country name taken from  
    width=14 the closest city coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
A10_1_country_code_f_cc float   Great great grandparent 1 country code taken from  
       closest city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
S10_1_country_f_cc  string  Spouse’s ancestor 1 country name taken from the  
    width=14 closest city coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Czech Repubilc 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
S10_1_country_code_f_cc float   Spouse’s ancestor 1 country code taken from closest  
       city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
S10_2_country_f_cc  string  Spouse’s ancestor 2 country name taken from the  
    width=14 closest city coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
S10_2_country_code_f_cc float   Spouse’s ancestor 2 country code taken from closest  
       city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
S10_3_country_f_cc  string  Spouse’s ancestor 3 country name taken from the  
    width=14 closest city coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Germany 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
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S10_3_country_code_f_cc float   Spouse’s ancestor 3 country code taken from closest  
       city coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
R_country_f_loc  string  Respondent country name taken from locality  
    width=14 coordinates 
        Ukraine 
 
R_country_code_f_loc  float   Respondent country code taken from locality  
       coordinates 
        2 = Ukraine 
 
F_country_f_loc  string  Respondent’s father country name taken from 
locality  
    width=14  coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Czech Republic 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
F_country_code_f_loc  float   Respondent’s father country code taken from locality  
       coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
M_country_f_loc  string  Respondent’s country name taken from locality 
    width=14  coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
M_country_code_f_loc   float   Respondent’s mother country code taken from  
       locality coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
FF_country_f_loc  string  Paternal grandfather country name taken from 
locality     width=14  coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
FF_country_code_f_loc  float   Paternal grandfather country code taken from closest  
       city coordinates 
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        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MF_country_f_loc  string  Paternal grandmother country name taken from 

width=14 locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
MF_country_code_f_loc float   Paternal grandmother country code taken from  
       locality city coodinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
FM_country_f_loc  string  Maternal grandfather country name taken from the  
    width=14 locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
FM_country_code_f_loc float   Maternal grandfather country code taken from  
       locality coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MM_country_f_loc  string  Maternal grandmother country name taken from the  
    width=14 locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine  
 
MM_country_code_f_loc float   Maternal grandmother country code taken from  
       locality coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
FFF_country_f_loc  string  Father of paternal grandfather country name taken  
    width=14 from the locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
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FFF_country_code_f_loc float   Father of paternal grandfather country code taken  
       from locality coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MFF_country_f_loc  string  Mother of paternal grandfather country name taken  
    width=14 from the locality coordinates 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
MFF_country_code_f_loc float   Mother of paternal grandfather country code taken  
       from locality coordinates 
        2 = Ukraine 
        4 = Poland 
 
FMF_country_f_loc  string  Father of paternal grandmother country name taken 

width=14 from the locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
FMF_country_code_f_loc float   Father of paternal grandmother country code taken  
       from locality coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MMF_country_f_loc  string  Mother of paternal grandmother country  
    width=14 name taken from the locality coordinates 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
MMF_country_code_f_loc float   Mother of paternal grandmother country code taken  
       from locality coordinates 
        2 = Ukraine 
        4 = Poland 
 
FFM_country_f_loc  string  Father of maternal grandfather country name taken  
    width=14 from the locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
FFM_country_code_f_loc float   Father of maternal grandfather country code taken  
       from locality coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
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MFM_country_f_loc  string  Mother of maternal grandfather country name taken  
    width=14 from the locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
MFM_country_code_f_loc float   Mother of maternal grandfather country code taken  
       from locality coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        4 = Poland 
 
FMM_country_f_loc  string  Father of maternal grandmother country name taken  
    width=14 from the locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
FMM_country_code_f_loc float   Father of maternal grandmother country code taken  
       from locality coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
MMM_country_f_loc  string  Mother of maternal grandmother country name taken  
    width=14 from the locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
MMM_country_code_f_loc float   Mother of maternal grandmother country code taken  
       from locality coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
 
A10_1_country_f_loc  string  Great great grandparent 1 country name taken from  
    width=14 the locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
A10_1_country_code_f_loc float   Great great grandparent 1 country code taken from  
       locality coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        4 = Poland 
 
S10_1_country_f_loc  string  Spouse’s ancestor 1 country name taken from the  
    width=14 locality coordinates 
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        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        Ukraine 
 
S10_1_country_code_f_loc float   Spouse’s ancestor 1 country code taken from locality  
       coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
S10_2_country_f_loc  string  Spouse’s ancestor 2 country name taken from the  
    width=14 locality coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
S10_2_country_code_f_loc float   Spouse’s ancestor 2 country code taken from locality  
       coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
S10_3_country_f_loc  string  Spouse’s ancestor 3 country name taken from the  
    width=14 locality = coordinates 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Ukraine 
 
S10_3_country_code_f_loc float   Spouse’s ancestor 3 country code taken from locality  
       coordinates 
        1 = Belarus 
        2 = Ukraine 
        3 = Lithuania 
        4 = Poland 
 
 
R_pow_code_f_city  string  Respondent powiaty code taken from closest city  
    width=5 coordinates 
 
R_pow_code_from_loc  string  Respondent powiaty code taken from locality  
    width=5 coordinates 
 
F_pow_code_f_city  string  Respondent’s father powiaty code taken from closest  
    width=5 city coordinates 
 
F_pow_code_from_loc  string  Respondent’s father powiaty code taken from 
locality  
    width=5 coordinates 
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M_pow_code_f_city  string  Respondent’s mother powiaty code taken from 
closest  
    width=5 city coordinates 
 
M_pow_code_from_loc string  Respondent’s mother powiaty code taken from  
    width=5 locality coordinates 
 
FF_pow_code_f_city  string  Paternal grandfather powiaty code taken from closest  
    width=5 city coordinates 
 
FF_pow_code_from_loc string  Paternal grandfather powiaty code taken from 
locality  
    width=5 coordinates 
 
MF_pow_code_f_city  string  Paternal grandmother powiaty code taken from  
    width=5 closest city coordinates 
 
MF_pow_code_from_loc string  Paternal grandmother powiaty code taken from  
    width=5 locality coordinates 
 
FM_pow_code_f_city  string  Maternal grandfather powiaty code taken from 
closest  
    width=5 city coordinates 
 
FM_pow_code_from_loc string  Maternal grandfather powiaty code taken from  
    width=5 locality coordinates 
 
MM_pow_code_f_city  string  Maternal grandmother powiaty code taken from  
    width=5 closest city coordinates 
 
MM_pow_code_from_loc string  Maternal grandmother powiaty code taken from  
    width=5 locality coordinates 
 
FFF_pow_code_f_city  string  Father of paternal grandfather powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from closest city coordinates 
 
FFF_pow_code_from_loc string  Father of paternal grandfather powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from locality coordinates 
 
MFF_pow_code_f_city  string  Mother of paternal grandfather powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from closest city coordinates 
 
MFF_pow_code_from_loc string  Mother of paternal grandfather powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from locality coordinates 
 
FMF_pow_code_f_city  string  Father of paternal grandmother powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from closest city coordinates 
 
FMF_pow_code_from_loc string  Father of paternal grandmother powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from locality coordinates 
 
MMF_pow_code_f_city string  Mother of paternal grandmother powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from closest city coordinates 
 
MMF_pow_code_from_loc string  Mother of paternal grandmother powiaty code taken  
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    width=5 from locality coordinates 
 
FFM_pow_code_f_city  string  Father of maternal grandfather powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from closest city coordinates 
 
FFM_pow_code_from_loc string  Father of maternal grandfather powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from locality coordinates 
 
MFM_pow_code_f_city string  Mother of maternal grandfather powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from closest city coordinates 
 
MFM_pow_code_from_loc string  Mother of maternal grandfather powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from locality coordinates 
 
FMM_pow_code_f_city string  Father of maternal grandmother powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from closest city coordinates 
 
FMM_pow_code_from_loc string  Father of maternal grandmother powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from locality coordinates 
 
MMM_pow_code_f_city string  Mother of maternal grandmother powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from closest city coordinates 
 
MMM_pow_code_from_loc string  Mother of maternal grandmother powiaty code taken  
    width=5 from locality coordinates 
 
A10_1_pow_code_f_city string  Great great grandparent 1 powiaty code taken from  
    width=5 closest city coordinates 
 
A10_1_pow_code_from_loc string  Great great grandparent 1 powiaty code taken from  
    width=5 locality coordinates 
 
S10_1_pow_code_f_city string  Spouse’s ancestor 1 powiaty code taken from closest  
    width=5 city coordinates 
 
S10_1_pow_code_from_loc string  Spouse’s ancestor 1 powiaty code taken from 
locality  
    width=5 coordinates 
 
S10_2_pow_code_f_city string  Spouse’s ancestor 2 powiaty code taken from closest  
    width=5 city coordinates 
 
S10_2_pow_code_from_loc string  Spouse’s ancestor 2 powiaty code taken from 
locality  
    width=5 coordinates 
 
 
S10_3_pow_code_f_city string  Spouse’s ancestor 3 powiaty code taken from closest  
    width=5 city coordinates 
 
S10_3_pow_code_from_loc string  Spouse’s ancestor 3 powiaty code taken from 
locality  
    width=5 coordinates 
 
R_pow_code1931_use  string  Respondent powiaty code 1931 at origin 
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    width=5 
 
R_longitude1939_use  float   Respondent longitude 1939 at origin 
 
R_latitude1939_use  float   Respondent latitude 1939 at origin 
 
R_data_quality_source  float   Respondent level of detail origin location: 100X-loc;  
       200X-pow; 300X-woj; 400X-ccity; X001-Pol;  
       X002-Prus; X003-Rus; X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
R_origin_country_use  string  Respondent country of location of origin,  
    width=7 current country or SPR 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
F_pow_code1931_use  string  Respondent’s father powiaty code 1931 at origin 
    width=5 
 
F_longitude1939_use  float   Respondent’s father longitude 1939 at origin 
 
F_latitude1939_use  float   Respondent’s father latitude 1939 at origin 
 
F_data_quality_source  float   Respondent’s father level of detail origin location:  
       100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj; 400X-ccity;  
       X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus; X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
F_origin_country_use  string  Respondent’s father country of location of origin  
    width=14 current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Central Poland 
        Czech Republic 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
M_pow_code1931_use  string  Respondent’s mother powiaty code 1931 at origin 
 
M_longitude1939_use  float   Respondent’s mother longitude 1939 at origin 
 
M_latitude1939_use  float   Respondent’s mother latitude 1939 at origin 
 
 
M_data_quality_source  float   Respondent’s mother level of detail origin location:  
       100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj; 400X-ccity;  
       X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus; X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
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M_origin_country_use  string  Respondent’s mother country of location of origin  
    width=14 current country or SPR 
        Belarus  
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
FF_pow_code1931_use  string  Paternal grandfather powiaty code 1931 at origin 
    width=5 
 
FF_longitude1939_use  float   Paternal grandfather longitude 1939 at origin 
 
FF_latitude1939_use  float   Paternal grandfather latitude 1939 at origin 
 
FF_data_quality_source float   Paternal grandfather level of detail origin location: 
       100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj; 400X-ccity;  
       X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus; X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
FF_origin_country_use  string  Patneral grandfather country of location of origin  
    width=14 current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
MF_pow_code1931_use string  Paternal grandmother powiaty code 1931 at origin 
    width=5 
 
MF_longitude1939_use  float   Paternal grandmother longitude 1939 at origin 
 
MF_latitude1939_use  float   Paternal grandmother latitude 1939 at origin 
 
MF_data_quality_source float   Paternal grandmother level of detail origin location:  
       100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj; 400X-ccity;  
       X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus; X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
 
MF_origin_country_use string  Paternal grandmother country of location of origin  
    width=14 current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
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        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
FM_pow_code1931_use string  Maternal grandfather powiaty code 1931 at origin 
    width=5 
FM_longitude1939_use  float   Maternal grandfather longitude 1939 at origin 
 
FM_latitude1939_use  float   Maternal grandfather latitude 1939 at origin 
 
FM_data_quality_source float   Maternal grandfather level of detail origin location:  
       100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj; 400X-ccity;  
       X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus; X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
FM_origin_country_use string  Maternal grandfather country of location of origin  
    width=14 current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
MM_pow_code1931_use string  Maternal grandmother powiaty code 1931 at origin 
    width=5 
 
MM_longitude1939_use float   Maternal grandmother longitude 1939 at origin 
 
MM_latitude1939_use  float   Maternal grandmother latitude 1939 at origin 
 
MM_data_quality_source float   Maternal grandmother level of detail origin location:  
       100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj; 400X-ccity;  
       X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus; X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
MM_origin_country_use string  Maternal grandmother country of location of origin  
    width=14 current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
FFF_pow_code1931_use string  Father of paternal grandfather powiaty code 1931 at  
    width=5 origin 
 
FFF_longitude1939_use float   Father of paternal grandfather longitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
FFF_latitude1939_use  float   Father of paternal grandfather latitude 1939 at origin 
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FFF_data_quality_source float   Father of paternal grandfather level of detail origin  
       location: 100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj:  
       400X-ccity; X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus;  
       X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
FFF_origin_country_use string  Father of paternal grandfather country of location of  
    width=14 origin current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Romania 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
MFF_pow_code1931_use string  Mother of paternal grandfather powiaty code 1931 at  
    width=5 origin 
 
MFF_longitude1939_use float   Mother of paternal grandfather longitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
MFF_latitude1939_use  float   Mother of paternal grandfather latitude 1939 at 
origin 
 
MFF_data_quality_source float   Mother of paternal grandfather level of detail origin  
       location: 100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj;  
       400X-ccity; X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus;  
       X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
MFF_origin_country_use string  Mother of paternal grandfather country of location of  
    width=14 origin current country or SPR 
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Poland 
        Romania 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
FMF_pow_code1931_use string  Father of paternal grandmother powiaty code 1931 at  
    width=5 origin 
 
FMF_longitude1939_use  float   Father of paternal grandmother longitude 1939 at  
       origin 
FMF_latitude1939_use  float   Father of paternal grandmother latitude 1939 at 
origin 
 
FMF_data_quality_source float   Father of paternal grandmother level of detail origin  
       location: 100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj;  
       400X-ccity; X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus;  
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       X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
FMF_origin_country_use float   Father of paternal grandmother country of location 
of  
    width=14 origin current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Romania 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
MMF_pow_code1931_use string  Mother of paternal grandmother powiaty code 1931 
at  
    width=5 origin 
 
MMF_longitude1939_use float   Mother of paternal grandmother longitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
MMF_latitude1939_use float   Mother of paternal grandmother latitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
MMF_data_quality_source float   Mother of paternal grandmother level of detail origin  
       location: 100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj;  
       400X-ccity; X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus;  
       X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
MMF_origin_country_use string  Mother of paternal grandmother country of location  
    width=14 of origin current country or SPR 
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Poland 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
FFM_pow_code1931_use string  Father of maternal grandfather powiaty code 1931 at  
    width=5 origin 
 
FFM_longitude1939_use float   Father of maternal grandfather longitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
FFM_latitude1939_use  float   Father of maternal grandfather latitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
FFM_data_quality_source float   Father of maternal grandfather level of detail origin  
       location: 100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj;  
       400X-ccity; X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus;  
       X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
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        2000 = powiat 
 
FFM_origin_country_use string  Father of maternal grandfather country of location  
    width=14 of origin current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
MFM_pow_code1931_use string   Mother of maternal grandfather powiaty code 1931 
at  
    width=5 origin 
 
MFM_longitude1939_use float   Mother of maternal grandfather longitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
MFM_latitude1939_use float   Mother of maternal grandfather latitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
MFM_data_quality_source float   Mother of maternal grandfather level of detail origin  
       location: 100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj;  
       400X-ccity; X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus;  
       X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
MFM_origin_country_use string  Mother of maternal grandfather country of location  
    width=14 of origin current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Central Poland 
        Kresy 
        Poland 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
FMM_pow_code1931_use string  Father of maternal grandmother powiaty code 1931 
at  
    width=5 origin 
 
FMM_longitude1939_use float   Father of maternal grandmother longitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
FMM_latitude1939_use float   Father of maternal grandmother latitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
FMM_data_quality_source float   Father of maternal grandmother level of detail origin  
       location: 100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj;  
       400X-ccity; X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus;  
       X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
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FMM_origin_country_use string  Father of maternal grandmother country of location  
    width=9 of origin current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
MMM_pow_code1931_use string  Mother of maternal grandmother powiaty code 1931 

width=5 at origin 
 
MMM_longitude1939_use float   Mother of maternal grandmother longitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
MMM_latitude1939_use float   Mother of maternal grandmother latitude 1939 at  
       origin 
 
MMM_data_quality_source float   Mother of maternal grandmother level of detail 
origin  
       location: 100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj;  
       400X-ccity; X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus;  
       X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
MMM_origin_country_use string  Mother of maternal grandmother country of location  
    width=9 of origin current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Kresy 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
A10_1_pow_code1931_use string  Great great grandparent 1 powiaty code 1931 at 

origin 
    width=5 
 
A10_1_longitude1939_use float   Great great grandparent 1 longitude 1939 at origin 
 
A10_1_latitude1939_use float   Great great grandparent 1 latitude 1939 at origin 
 
A10_1_data_quality_source float   Great great grandparent 1 level of detail origin  
       location: 100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj;  
       400X-ccity; X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus;  
       X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
A10_1_origin_country_use string  Great great grandparent 1 country of location of 

origin width=8 current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Poland 
        SPR 
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        Ukraine 
 
S10_1_pow_code1931_use string  Spouse’s ancestor 1 powiaty code 1931 at origin 
    width=5 
 
S10_1_longitude1939_use float   Spouse’s ancestor 1 longitude 1939 at origin 
 
S10_1_latitude1939_use float   Spouse’s ancestor 1 latitude 1939 at origin 
 
S10_1_data_quality_source float   Spouse’s ancestor 1 level of detail origin location:  
       100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj; 400X-ccity;  
       X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus; X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
S10_1_origin_country_use string  Spouse’s ancestor 1 country of location of origin 

width=9 current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        Russia 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
S10_2_pow_code1931_use string  Spouse’s ancestor 2 powiaty code 1931 at origin 
    width=5 
 
S10_2_longitude1939_use float   Spouse’s ancestor 2 longitude 1939 at origin 
 
S10_2_latitude1939_use float   Spouse’s ancestor 2 latitude 1939 at origin 
 
S10_2_data_quality_source float   Spouse’s ancestor 2 level of detail origin location:  
       100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj; 400X-ccity;  
       X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus; X004-Au 
        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
S10_2_origin_country_use string  Spouse’s ancestor 2 country of location of origin 

width=9 current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 
S10_3_pow_code1931_use string  Spouse’s ancestor 3 powiaty code 1931 at origin 
    width=5 
 
S10_3_longitude1939_use float   Spouse’s ancestor 3 longitude 1939 at origin 
 
S10_3_latitude1939_use float   Spouse’s ancestor 3 latitude 1939 at origin 
 
S10_3_data_quality_source float   Spouse’s ancestor 3 level of detail origin location:  
       100X-loc; 200X-pow; 300X-woj; 400X-ccity;  
       X001-Pol; X002-Prus; X003-Rus; X004-Au 
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        1000 = precise location 
        2000 = powiat 
 
S10_3_origin_country_use string  Spouse’s ancestor 3 country of location of origin 

width=9 current country or SPR 
        Belarus 
        Lithuania 
        Poland 
        SPR 
        Ukraine 
 


